“YOU CAN DEPEND ON A NASSAU GOLF CAR”
Says Jock Hutchison, Jr., P.G.A. Member Professional, Skokie Country Club, Glencoe, Illinois

“Shot making or instructing, my NASSAU is a pleasure and an aid from the first tee on.”
Jock chose a NASSAU Model 70 car.

Write for literature and prices on NASSAU one and two passenger models with three tire options.
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Is starting and scoring of club events to be done from pro shop or at first tee and 18th green, or by some other method?
Have men’s and women’s golf committee heads been asked their ideas about most useful and attractive location for the pro shop?
What are good points or errors about pro shop locations at other clubs in the area?
What are drainage, water, electricity, sewerage conditions?
How is the light and air circulation?
Is there room for satisfactory enlargement of the building, if needed?
Other questions concerning the location for a pro shop or pro department building best fitted to a club’s requirements will arise after the foregoing questions are discussed.

Ideas Wanted
GOLFDOM will greatly appreciate hearing from professionals and others who can suggest additional factors pointing to the correct location of a pro shop, or who have comment to make concerning the points noted in the preceding paragraphs.
The check list method of making an exploratory survey of the proposed pro shop also should apply to such elements as:

Function (type and extent of service required); Size;
Floor plan;
Display, storage and back-of-shop facilities;
Color and lighting;
Layout and surfacing of surrounding areas;
Type of architecture (if building is detached from clubhouse).

Michigan Association Officers
Burt R. Shurly, Jr., Detroit, is pres. of the Golf Association of Michigan. Vps are Neal E. Fitzgerald, William B. Crawford and Dr. Frank R. Lovell. Robert E. Howell is treas. and George H. Webb, sec. There are 64 member clubs in GAM, formerly known as the Detroit Dist. GA.

Dutch Elm Control
“Dutch Elm Disease and Its Control in Kansas” is the subject of Bulletin 434, issued by the Agricultural Experiment Station, Kansas State U., Manhattan. Sections in the booklet tell of the history of the disease, outline how it spreads, describe the offending elm bark beetle and suggest methods of sanitation and general tree care.